Success Stories

Leo Marciel

“I am truly
grateful for all
of the help the staff
and program gave
me in making my
transition back to
the community thank you all.”

Mr. Marciel was enrolled in the program in
January 2016 and started receiving
training services through the Northern
California Construction Training program
(NCCT). He completed a six month
program
and
received
several
certificates including IBEW, OSHA
certification, waste management, CPR,
and completion of the Construction
Management Technologies Program.
Because of his hard work and dedication,
he was one of three students who were
awarded a vehicle as well as 3 months
paid auto insurance upon completion
and graduation from the NCCT program.
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Success Stories

Kevin Lindergren

“I am loving
life! I am so
thrilled an
overjoyed, I
cried this
morning.”

Mr. Lindergren was released from State Prison
after 16 years incarcerated. While on probation he
received job readiness classes and was referred
to CHD’s AB 2060 ReBoot/Supervised Population
Program for additional employment and guidance
services. Ater overcoming hardships, including
living 44 miles from his training and failing his
first DMV test, Mr. Lindegren was able to obtain his
A Driver License. With his new license and a good
reference from the program and the school, Mr.
Lindgren was hired and started working as a truck
driver on June 13, 2016 earning $16 per hour with
benefits that include a 401k and full insurance
coverage.
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